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“Ornate Interiors continues to deliver products
to a consistently high standard. It is important for us

as a principal contractor that our sub-contractors have the
same ethos about quality and levels of customer service.

If all of our sub-contractors were like Ornate Interiors,

our job would be much easier”.
Mr. Vernon Carter - Managing Director, William Anelay Limited, York – Main Contractor

“Over the last fifteen years I have worked with

Ornate Interiors, whose work is renowned
on some of the most prestigious projects. My work in Royal Palaces, Cathedrals,

Stately Homes and Civil Buildings restoring historic interiors
has required the highest standards of craftsmanship

and they have never let me down”.
Mr. Dick Reid - Wood & Stone Carver

“The quality of workmanship and dedication of your staff
to the work in hand was recognised by the client and ourselves

Columns and Pilasters
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from the initial stage. This only encouraged us to design more
and more ceiling cornices, friezes, ribbed vaulting and roses etc.,

to the extent that the end result is a triumph in stuccadores art”.
Columns are structural elements with proportional
and decorative features.

Mr. David Sheehan - Sheehan & Barry, Dublin – Architects

Today many ornamental columns are formed from fibrous
plaster and GRG (Glass Reinforced Gypsum).
Ornate Interiors can supply complete interior
free-standing columns or half-columns which can
be attached to a wall to create a grand impression.
Columns are generally installed beneath arches to
enhance the feature visually.

Your next step
Whatever your plasterwork needs, simply call our Customer Care Team on:
+44 (0) 113 236 0864 who will be delighted to answer any questions
you may have and offer sound, impartial advice.

COLUMNS

Alternatively, email us at: sales@ornateinteriors.co.uk
Further information can be found at www.ornateinteriors.co.uk
Ornate Interiors Limited
Fibrous Plasterers GRG & Restoration Specialists
Telephone: +44 (0) 113 236 0864
Facsimile: +44 (0) 113 236 3706
Email: sales@ornateinteriors.co.uk
Web: www.ornateinteriors.co.uk
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